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Michael Cannon of Cato sent me the picture at right, snapped in

Seattle. The bumper sticker reads, "The media are only as liberal as

the conservative businesses that own them."

This is the second time I've come across this argument -- an attempt

by liberals to dismiss the claim of liberal media bias without having

to wade into the content. Keith Olbermann last week asserted, "The

media which is, after all, owned by corporations naturally leans to

the right. Corporations, by definition, lean to the right, towards the

status quo."

It really makes you wonder what some liberals -- such as that

bumper-sticker maker, its owner, and Olbermann -- mean when

they use the word "conservative."

Maybe they just mean it as a slur: Olbermann and the bumper-sticker owner dislike pro-lifers, they dislike

free-market types, and they dislike corporations.

Maybe by "conservative," Olbermann and his ilk mean "people who believe in the legitimacy of profit or,

alternatively, earn profits."

Perhaps these liberals just call everyone who wears a suit "conservative."

I wouldn't call corporations "liberal," but I can easily find many standards by which the big media

corporations are more fairly called liberal than conservative.

Last week I covered Olbermann's current corporate employer, General Electric, which has a lobbying agenda

that hews very close to Obama's agenda and political action committee donations that favor Democrats.

Looking at Olbermann's future employer, Comcast, there's a similar pattern.
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While Comcast and Obama are on different sides of the Net Neutrality debate, Comcast's CEO recently sided

with Obama in backing the Senate health-care bill. The company's PAC contributions so far this cycle favor

Democrats 58% to 42%, which, being approximately proportionate to the partisan breakdown of Congress,

doesn't signal a pro-Democrat leaning, but it debunks the idea of a pro-Republican leaning. In 2008,

Comcast's PAC favored Democrats 60%-40%.

What about Olbermann's former employer, the Walt Disney Company, which owns ABC? It's PAC is a little

bit closer to middle, favoring Republicans 52-48 so far this election (although, the top recipient is liberal Sen.

Pat Leahy), and last cycle favoring Democrats by the same ratio.

The PAC for AOL Time Warner, which owns CNN and AOL, among others, has backed Democrats about

60-40 in each of the last two elections.

I won't catalogue the whole corporate media world, but I'll bet that for every Rupert Murdoch, there's a Ted

Turner. Assigning political ideologies -- especially "conservative -- to corporations seems a silly undertaking.
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Colorado State University administrators relying on flawed study to ban firearms

After the Virginia Tech shooting last year, Colorado State's Board of Governors unanimously directed the

presidents of both the Fort Collins and the Pueblo campuses to create...

—J.P. Freire

Oops! Freed Gitmo alumni plotted airline bombing.

From ABC News: Two of the four leaders allegedly behind the al Qaeda plot to blow up a Northwest Airlines

passenger jet over Detroit were released by the U.S. from the...

—David Freddoso

IRS barracudas go after the littlest fish

TaxProf Blog reports that according to the Internal Revenue Service’s recently released Enforcement Results

for 2009, enforcement revenue is up 50 percent...
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—Barbara Hollingsworth

Under the new electoral map, Bush could have won in 2004 without Ohio

Chris Stirewalt, our political editor, writes today about the projected changes to the electoral map that will

come after the 2010 Census: Of the states gaining House seats --...
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Sports

Broncos coach Josh McDaniels and Chiefs QB Matt Cassel reunite Sunday in AFC

West rivalry

Josh McDaniels and Matt Cassel will catch up with each other this weekend, nine months after the idea of a

reunion was first raised, changing the course of both men's careers. Full story

Economy

Sponsors continue to back Woods, but new details, no public appearance could cost him

Longtime sponsors are sticking with Tiger Woods — for now. Full story

Entertainment
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After 5 years, Tyra Banks is pulling the plug on her talk show

Tyra Banks is pulling the plug on her talk show. Full story
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